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This work aims to study seeds of the endemic species Astragalus aquilanus from four
different populations of central Italy. We investigated seed morpho-colorimetric features (shape and size) and chemical differences (through infrared spectroscopy)
among populations and between dark and light seeds.
Seed morpho-colorimetric quantitative variables, describing shape, size and colour
traits, were measured using image analysis techniques. Fourier transform infrared
(FT-IR) spectroscopy was used to attempt seed chemical characterisation. The measured data were analysed by step-wise linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Moreover,
we analysed the correlation between the four most important traits and six climatic
variables extracted from WorldClim 2.0.
The LDA on seeds traits shows clear differentiation of the four populations, which can
be attributed to different chemical composition, as confirmed by Wilk’s lambda test
(P < 0.001). A strong correlation between morphometric traits and temperature (annual mean temperature, mean temperature of the warmest and coolest quarter), colorimetric traits and precipitation (annual precipitation, precipitation of wettest and
driest quarter) was observed.
The characterisation of A. aquilanus seeds shows large intraspecific plasticity both in
morpho-colorimetric and chemical composition. These results confirm the strong
relationship between the type of seed produced and the climatic variables.

INTRODUCTION
Astragalus aquilanus Anzal. (Fabaceae) is an endemic species of
Italy, where it has been recorded in Abruzzo (Pignatti 1982). It
can be found in arid grasslands with south exposure in natural
pinewoods or in degraded oak sites (Pignatti et al. 2001). It is
in the IUCN Red List and the Habitat Directive. One characteristic of this species is the presence of heterogeneity of seed in
shape, colour and size. Higher plants have several strategies to
perpetuate themselves under adequate ecophysiological conditions, and the production of heterogeneous seeds is one of
these strategies. That is, to ensure the survival of the next generation, an individual plant might produce seeds that are
heterogeneous with respect to the extent of dormancy, dispersion and persistence within the seed bank. Seed heterogeneity
appears to be confined to a limited number of families of phylogenetically advanced angiosperms (Matilla et al. 2005),
including Astragalus genus (Angosto & Matilla 1993).
The recent literature (Venora et al. 2009; Grillo et al. 2011;
Smykalova et al. 2011; Santo et al. 2015) proves that morphological and colorimetric characterisation of seeds, as well as
other plant structural parts, can be performed with computer
vision techniques that give very accurate and repeatable measurements. Moreover, this technology allows us to rapidly
implement precise, repeatable and above all non-destructive

measurements of seed colour, size and shape inside a digital
image. In agreement with Chtioui et al. (1996), we combined
colour (mean grey value) and seed size and shape variables to
increase the power of discrimination analysis among populations. In particular, we compared four different populations,
from geographic areas separated by at least 18 km from each
other as the crow flies. All the investigated seeds were collected
in the same year, carefully choosing the best moment for collection in each population. The morpho-colorimetric analysis
was carried out on 200 seeds of each population, using ImageJ
for measurements and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for
successive data handling.
Infrared spectroscopy (IR) combined with step-wise LDA
(swLDA) was used to investigate differences in chemical composition among populations of A. aquilanus seeds. In particular, 20 samples of each population, consisting of ten dark and
ten light seeds, were analysed. The spectral region of the IR
spectrum between 2000 and 1000 cm 1 was considered in discriminant analysis.
Finally, correlation between the four most discriminant
morpho-colorimetric traits and bioclimatic variables was investigated. The bioclimatic variables were extracted from WordClim 2.0 (Fick & Hijmans 2017).
The aims of the current study were to: (i) investigate the
intraspecific diversity in seeds traits (morpho-colorimetric and
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chemical composition) among populations and seed colour;
(ii) understand if intraspecific diversity of both seed morphology and chemical composition can be explained in the same
way; and (iii) investigate and understand the correlation
among the most important morpho-colorimetric traits and
bioclimatic variables.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study species and area
Astragalus aquilanus Anzal. (Fabaceae) is an Italian endemic
species present in Abruzzo and Calabria regions (Anzalone
1970; Bernardo 1997; Pignatti et al. 2001; Conti et al. 2002;
Conti & Bartolucci 2015, 2016); but in the Calabrian station
this plant has not been confirmed recently (Ercole et al. 2016).
It occurs in the Habitats Directive listed habitat 6210 “Seminatural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia)” and the geographic range is
1439 km² (Peruzzi 2011; Pesaresi et al. 2014). A. aquilanus is
listed as a priority species in Annex II of the Habitats Directive
and under Appendix I of the Convention on the Conservation
of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Bern Convention)
and has been listed as Vulnerable in Italy (Pignatti et al. 2001).
Furthermore, this species is classified as Endangered in the
IUCN Red List of Italian Flora (Rossi et al. 2013) and is also a
target species of Floranet LIFE project (LIFE15 NAT/IT/
000946).
This species is a chamaephyte, with spring–summer flowering from late April to June, fruiting from June to early August
and seed dispersal from July to August. A. aquilanus reproduces by means of entomophilous pollination and barochory
dispersal. Di Martino et al. (2015) investigated A. aquilanus
and reported physical seed dormancy, due to the waterproof
tegument, which is a strategy to regulate the timing of germination. A. aquilanus is considered a heliophilous species, and lives
preferentially in arid grasslands exposed to the south, at the
margins of thermophilic forests, including road margins, but is
less common in woody formations of Pinus nigra J.F. Arnold
subsp. nigra, Quercus pubescens Willd. subsp. pubescens or Q.
ilex L. subsp. ilex, on calcareous substrates, at an altitude of
between 300 and 1050 m a.s.l. In particular, the grassland
where A. aquilanus is found is part of the alliance Phleo
ambigui–Bromion erecti.
The species is found in relatively isolated stations, and
threats are mostly in populations with a small number of

individuals. The main pressures on A. aquilanus result from
anthropogenic activities, especially clearing of the vegetation of
road margins, indiscriminate harvesting and other environmental alterations (Gigante et al. 2016). The effect on this species of natural recolonisation of woody vegetation also creates
changes in available habitat. It must be noted that, at present,
the species is not included in any national or international protection laws.
In this study we analysed four different populations: Monteluco di Roio (AQ), Piano La Roma (CH), San Colombo
(AQ) and M. Scuncole (PE). All information on the location of
the four different populations is given in Table 1. The populations are geographically isolated and the minimum direct distance between the investigated stations is 18 km, while the
maximum distance is 76 km. All the investigated populations
come from sites not included in protected areas (Fig. 1).
Seed lot details
Seeds of A. aquilanus were collected from the four Abruzzo
populations, on the basis of international protocols (ISTA
2012); these represented <20% of the seeds available in the
existing populations. The mother plants were randomly
selected, and mature seeds collected during the fruiting period,
immediately before dispersal (Baskin & Baskin 2014), during
July and August 2016. The seeds were cleaned manually in the
laboratory and were further dried at room temperature
(20 °C) to prevent rotting during cold storage (Di Cecco
et al. 2017) and finally stored in the Majella Seed Bank. They
were then kept in the dark at 5 °C until April 2017, when the
morpho-colorimetric and IR spectroscopy tests were performed. The morpho-colorimetric analyses were carried out in
the Majella Seed Bank (Majella National Park), while chemical
content and FT-IR characterisation was carried at the laboratory of the Department of Physical and Chemical Sciences of
the University of L’Aquila.
Morpho-colorimetric analysis
Digital images of seed samples were acquired using a flatbed
scanner (Epson GT-15000) with a digital resolution of 600 dpi
and a colour depth of 24 bit. Following Bacchetta et al. (2008),
the seeds were arranged singly on the scanner tray, avoiding
any overlap. To clearly highlight the colour variations on the
edge between the seeds and the background, a white paper
cover was used to avoid environmental light interference. The

Table 1. Data for the four Astragalus aquilanus populations investigated in this work.

population
code
PLR
SNC
MLR
MSC

2

latitude

365

33T

438647

4665340

UTM

WGS 84

Limestone

SSE

10°

–

59

76

37

11/08/2016

1150

33T

384048

4688096

UTM

WGS 84

Limestone

S

15°

59

–

18

24

13/08/2016

980

33T

366150

4688768

UTM

WGS 84

Limestone

S

5°

76

18

–

40

10/08/2016

630

33T

402466

4672696

UTM

WGS 84

Limestone

E

20°

37

24

40

–

27/07/2016

aspect

MSC

longitude

Piano La Roma –
Casoli (CH)
San Colombo –
Barisciano (AQ)
Monteluco di Roio L’Aquila (AQ)
Monte Scuncole –
Bussi (PE)

substrate

slope

fuse

date collected

GPS
Datum

distance between
populations (km)
PLR SNC MLR

Lat/Long
method

locality

altitude
(m a.s.l.)
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Fig. 1. Geographic distribution of the four investigated populations of Astragalus aquilanus: Monteluco di Roio (MLR), Monte Scuncole (MSC), Piano La Roma
(PLR) and San Colombo (SNC). The Abruzzo region is represented with a Digital Terrain Model.

captured digital images were stored in TIFF (Target Image File
Format) format (Smykalova et al. 2011). Before image acquisition, the scanner was calibrated for colour matching, using a
colour calibrator (Datacolor Spydercheckr). Digital images of
samples consisting of 100 seeds were acquired and used for successive analyses (Santo et al. 2015). Digital images of seeds were
analysed using the free software ImageJ. Twenty-two descriptive parameters of shape, size and colour were measured for
each single seed (Table 2), including: area, perimeter, mean
grey value (average grey value within the caryopsis), width,
height, circularity, aspect ratio, roundness and solidity.
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy analysis
Seeds were initially ground to a fine powder using an agate
mortar and pestle. The powdered sample was mixed with KBr
at a 1:180 ratio (w/w), homogenised and the mixture was then
compressed under a pressure of ca. 200 MPa for 1 min to form
a thin KBr disc. FT-IR spectra were recorded using a Spectrum
Two Perkin Elmer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) spectrometer that operates in the region 4000–400 cm 1 at room
temperature, with a total of ten scans and 1 cm 1 resolution.
Spectrum PerkinElmer software supplied from the manufacturer was used for spectra recording and pre-processing. Each
spectrum was acquired in the absorbance mode against air
background. A multipoint baseline operation was applied to
set zero absorbance at 4000, 2000 and 400 cm 1. All the spectra
were normalised so that the absorbance at 3400 cm 1, defining
the maximum of the broad band due to OH and NH stretching, was 1. First derivative spectra were generated using ninepoint Savitzky-Golay filters. Statistical analysis was limited to
the spectral range 2000–1000 cm 1.

Table 2. Morpho-colorimetric features of Astragalus aquilanus seeds,
obtained by image analysis (software ImageJ).
feature

description

Area
Mean grey value
Standard deviation
Modal grey value

Area of selection mm2
Average grey value within the selection
SD of grey values used to generate mean grey value
Most frequently occurring grey value within
the selection
Maximum grey values within the selection
Minimum grey values within the selection
Length of outside boundary of the selection
Primary axis of best fitting ellipse
Secondary axis of best fitting ellipse
Angle between primary axis and a line parallel
to x-axis of the image
4p 9 area/perimeter2. A value of 1.0 indicates a
perfect circle
Major axis/minor axis of best fitting ellipse
4 9 area/(p 9 major_axis2), or inverse of the
aspect ratio
Area/convex area
Longest distance between any two points along the
selection boundary (maximum caliper)
Minimum caliper diameter
Angle between Feret’s diameter and a line parallel to
the x-axis of the image
Product of area and mean grey value
Sum of values of pixels in the image or selection
Median value of pixels in the image or selection
Third order moment about the mean
Fourth order moment about the mean

Max grey level
Min grey level
Perimeter
Major ellipse
Minor ellipse
Angle
Circularity
Aspect ratio
Roundness
Solidity
Height
Width
Feret’s angle
Integrated Density
RawIntDen
Median
Skewness
Kurtosis
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Data analysis
Intraspecific diversity among the four populations was investigated using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA; Fisher 1936).
Moreover, to evaluate the quality of the discriminant functions
achieved for each statistical comparison, Wilks’ Lambda tests
were performed (Lo Bianco et al. 2017b). Before performing
LDA analysis on morpho-colorimetric traits the variables not
useful for seed shape and size description were excluded
(Brandt et al. 2017), and Random Forest Method was successively applied to select among those left (15 out of 22), the
most important predictor variables, namely those explaining
most variance. For the four most important variables, the relationship with six bioclimatic variables was analysed using a linear model (lm). The bioclimatic variables were obtained
through raster extrapolation of WorldClim 2.0 (Fick & Hijmans 2017). Using expert opinion (Brandt et al. 2017), six variables were selected: three for temperature, namely annual mean
temperature (bio01), mean temperature of the warmest and
coolest quarter (bio10, bio11, respectively), and three for
precipitation, namely annual precipitation (bio12), precipitation of wettest quarter and driest quarter (bio16, bio17,
respectively).
All the morpho-colorimetric data were standardised before
statistical elaborations, and both normal distribution and
homoscedasticity of each variable was tested. A step-wise algorithm was applied to the IR spectra to identify the most powerful variables able to provide the best class discrimination. To
this end, the sequentially selected variables were those able to
minimise the within-class distance and contextually maximise
the between-class distance (Kuhn & Johnson 2013). To graphically highlight the differences among the four seed populations,
the data samples were projected into two-dimensional plots,
the axes being the first two discriminant functions (DFs). In
contrast, separation of two single classes (e.g. light and dark
seeds) is described with only one DF and two-dimensional representation is not required. All statistical analyses were performed using R software (R Development Core Team 2008).
RESULTS
The first analysis aimed at morpho-colorimetric differentiation
of the four A. aquilanus populations. Morphological characterisation of seeds was based on ten descriptors, while five variables associated with the grey scale provided by the image
analysis were selected for the colorimetric characterisation. The
results using LDA on seed traits show clear differentiation of
the four populations (Fig. 2), also confirmed with Wilk’s
lambda test (P < 0.001). The four main variables that explain
the largest variability among populations are max grey value,
width, mean grey value and height.
Figure 3A displays a typical FT-IR spectrum of an A. aquilanus seed. The broad band centred at ca. 3350 cm 1 can be
mainly assigned to OH and NH stretching. Apart from proteins
and sugars, water, present as moisture in the seeds, also contributes to this band. The signals in the region 3000–
2850 cm 1 are typical of C-H stretching. The intense band at
1654 cm 1 is associated with the CONH group of proteins or
polypeptides and is originated through C=O stretching (amide
I), while the relatively intense band at 1546 cm 1 and the lowintensity band at 1247 cm 1 result from coupled C–N
4

stretching and N–H bending vibrations of the peptide group
(amide II and amide III, respectively; Carbonaro et al. 2008).
The band at 1745 cm 1 is attributed to stretching of the C=O
group of esters (e.g. triglycerides). The large band around
1100 cm 1 is associated with C-O and C-C stretching and
CCH, COH and HCO deformations of both proteins and
polysaccharides (Schulz & Baranska 2007). The band at
1400 cm 1 falls in the region of C-H bending modes and can
be attributed to vibrations of CH2 groups; proteins, polysaccharides and lipids can contribute to this band.
To enhance the spectral differences, the first-derivative IR
spectra were analysed rather than the original ones. Because of
the expected large contribution of seed moisture to the broad
band at about 3400 cm 1 and ubiquitous contribution of all
the seed functional constituents to the bands at 3000–
2850 cm 1 (C-H stretching), LDA was applied to the spectral
range between 2000 and 1000 cm 1. Ten variables providing
the best discrimination of seeds based on population, identified
as green points in Fig. 3B, were sequentially selected by stepwise algorithm.
A clear, although partial, separation among the populations
based on step-wise LDA applied to the FT-IR spectra, confirmed with Wilk’s lambda test (P < 0.001), was observed
(Fig. 4), where the seeds are projected in the plane of the first
two DFs. This suggests that the chemical compositions of seed
from the four populations are significantly different. On the
other hand, step-wise LDA carried out to investigate the difference in IR spectra in seeds of different colours permitted identification of five discriminant variables, reported in red colour
in Fig. 3B, showing a slight but significant difference in chemical composition of light and dark seeds.
The correlation analysis among seed traits and climatic conditions showed a strong relationship of morphometric traits
with temperature, and colorimetric traits with precipitation. In
particular, seed height is negatively correlated with all the three
bioclimatic variables of temperature as confirmed by a linear
model (pbio01 = 0.032, pbio10 = 0.029, pbio11 = 0.035); in contrast, width is positively correlated (lm P-value, pbio01 = 0.002,
pbio10 = 0.003, pbio11 = 0.003; Fig. 5). Moreover, the analysis
showed no significant correlation between morphometric traits

Fig. 2. Representation of discriminant analysis carried out on morpho-colorimetric traits for the four studied A. aquilanus populations: Monteluco di
Roio (MLR), Monte Scuncole (MSC), Piano La Roma (PLR) and San Colombo
(SNC). The ellipse represents 95% confidence level interval. The plot axes
are the two main LDA discriminant functions (DFs).
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Fig. 3. A: Representative FT-IR spectrum of A. aquilanus seed, in red box is the spectral region considered in LDA; B: first-derivative FT-IR spectrum of spectral
region considered in LDA with discriminant variables selected by swLDA, for populations (green points) or colour (red points).

and pluviometric variables. In contrast, both mean grey and
max grey values show a positive interaction with pluviometry.
In particular, both of these traits showed a strong relationship
with precipitation of the wettest quarter: mean grey value (lm
P-value, pbio12  0.001, pbio16  0.001, pbio17  0.001), max
grey value (lm P-value, pbio12  0.001, pbio16  0.001,
pbio17  0.001; Fig. 6). The linear regression of both mean and

max grey values against temperature data did not show any significant correlation.
DISCUSSION
The traits of seed shape are important for seed dispersal, probable loss and moisture imbibition (Balkaya & Odabas 2002;
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Fig. 4. Representation of discriminant analysis carried out on FT-IR spectra
observed for the four studied A. aquilanus populations: Monteluco di Roio
(MLR), Monte Scuncole (MSC), Piano La Roma (PLR) and San Colombo
(SNC). The ellipse represents 95% confidence level interval. The plot axes
are the two main LDA discriminant functions (DFs).

Cerda & Garcıa-Fayos 2002; Frattaroli et al. 2013) and also useful to study inter- and intraspecific diversity (Lo Bianco et al.
2017a,b).
The image analysis carried out on A. aquilanus seed showed
large intraspecific plasticity in type of seed produced. Indeed,

clear separation of the four populations was observed and PLR,
in particular, was completely isolated from the other three populations. This is due to the presence of ecological barriers,
which are essentially the large urbanised inner valleys. The larger differentiation of the PLR population is due to the greater
distance from the other populations (37 km from the nearest)
and to the different altitude and stationary features.
Differences in seed shape determine variations in the surface
area in contact with the external environment (Grundy et al.
2003) and influence the response to burial depth in different
ways. There is a significant correlation between optimum
emergence depth and seed shape (Thompson et al. 1993),
where small and round seeds tend to persist in soil, while large
and elongated or flattened seeds are transient in the soil
(Thompson et al. 1994; Bekker et al. 1998). All the populations
of A. aquilanus have elongated, small (mean seed area <
4 mm2) and compact seeds with a smooth surface; suggesting
it could be considered a persistent species in the soil seed bank
(Thompson & Grime 1979; Cerabolini et al. 2003). This agrees
with the theory of Thompson et al. (2003) that shows a higher
persistence in soil of seeds with physical dormancy (PY) as
compared to species without PY. Moreover, Thompson et al.
(1993) suggest that ease of burial and rates of predation could
be the mechanism underlying the relationship between seed
size and shape and seed persistence in the soil.
The interpopulation variability identified through morphocolorimetric analysis was also observed with IR spectroscopy,

Fig. 5. Linear correlation models of seed morphometric traits, height (in red) and width (in teal), and bioclimatic variables. In each plot, y-axis on the left is
width in mm and y-axis on the right is height in mm. The grey zone represents 95% confidence level interval for prediction.

Fig. 6. Linear correlation models of seed colorimetric traits, mean grey value (in red) and max grey value (in teal) and bioclimatic variables. In each plot, y-axis
on the left represents mean grey value and y-axis on the right represents max grey value. High values of mean grey value correspond to light colours (255 is
white) and vice versa. The grey zone represents 95% confidence level interval for prediction.
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and LDA data treatment confirms this differentiation. The variations in IR spectra responsible for population and colour differentiation are concentrated within the 1700–1500, 1400–1270
and 1140–1040 cm 1 spectral regions (Fig. 3B). This suggests
that the differences in chemical composition of seeds of different colour or populations primarily involve amide-based compounds (proteins) responsible for the bands falling in the
1700–1500 cm 1 range, but variations in the relative content of
other constituents (polysaccharides and lipids) cannot be
excluded. It must be noted that one of the selected variables in
LDA, colour differentiation (1729 cm 1), is close to adsorption
of the carbonyl group of free fatty acids (Schulz & Baranska
2007). However, except for two single values (1401 and
1547 cm 1), the wave number values useful for population or
colour discrimination do not correspond to absorption peak
maxima of the FT-IR spectra, which are typical of specific
chemical classes. Therefore, seeds of different colour or population do not exhibit distinct differences in terms of the global
content of the main constituents (proteins, polysaccharides
and lipids), but the observed variations seem due to slight differences in the relative concentrations of each functional
group.
Differentiation in seed characters at intraspecific level is likely
driven by geographic isolation (Grillo et al. 2013). According to
Bacchetta et al. (2011), the observed evidence reveals that
parameters related to seed colour are more discriminant than
the size and shape descriptors. Accordingly, for the genus Astragalus chromatic features are among the best key parameters able
to discriminate at specific or intraspecific level. The clear differentiation is due to grey values and seeds height and width, as
confirmed by Random Forest algorithm. The change in grey
value is due to an increase in the percentage of dark seeds; this
means that seed colour is strongly affected by plasticity in seed
production. This hypothesis was confirmed by a strong correlation between seed colour and rainfall variables. This suggests
that a decrease in light seed quantity is due to an increase in precipitation. In particular, the max grey value is strictly correlated
with precipitation in the wettest period, a key period for plant
development and seed production (Moles & Westoby 2006;
Baskin & Baskin 2014). However, seed colour does not show any
significant relationship with temperature, underlining precipitation as the main driver of colour plasticity.
On the other hand, the most important change in seed morphology is due to height and width fluctuations. Because of
these variations, there was a slight change in circularity of
seeds. In this regard, height was negatively correlated with temperature, while there was a positive correlation between width
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